Peace Pilgrim, who already has traveled from "coast to coast and border to border," has vowed to walk 100 miles into each state capital. She crossed the Golden Gate Bridge Monday, spent the night in Ignacio and resumed her westward walk yesterday morning.

APPROACHED as she ambled toward Vallejo along Sears Point Road, Peace Pilgrim immediately handed over a small mimeographed sheet. These pieces of paper, which she is distributing along the way, contain her "message," a plea for world disarmament and reconstruction" and an explanation of the purpose of her journey.

"Until mankind has learned the way of peace," the paper says, "I shall remain a wanderer on the face of the earth—walking until I am given shelter, fasting until I am given food, using money given me to bring the message of the way to peace to the people of my country and of the world."

The pleasant mannered pilgrim dresses in navy blue slacks, shirt and a jerkin lettered with the name "Peace Pilgrim." She carries no food nor knapsack—only a toothbrush and a comb.

AFTER SHE put a dime in the pedestrian turnstile on the Golden Gate Bridge Monday she had no money, either. But (Continued on Page 2, Col. 2)